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ABSTRACT 

In the effective control of indoor climate in the atrium, it is very important to predict the 
temperature and flow fields at a design step. One of the methods for the prediction is numerical 
simulation. We have developed the numerical simulation system, which consists of 
three-subsystems as followings; 

(1) the simulation system of the direct solar radiation, the diffused solar radiation and 

the diffused reflection of the solar radiation, 
(2) the simulation system of the radiative heat transfer, 

(3) the simulation system of the temperature and flow distribution which is based on the k - E 

model of turbulence solved by GSMAC3D-FEM[l,2]. 

In this paper (Part 1 ), we will describe the numerical methods in which the radiation field and 
the convection field are solved simultaneously, and the techniques for computation of above 

three sub-systems. In the second paper (Part 2), the accuracy and reliability of tho_se systems are 

con finned by comparison between the numerical results and measurements, and applications for 
the actual design of atrium will appear[3-5]. 

KEYWORDS Thermal environment, Solar radiation, Radiation, Convection, 

Coupled analysis 

1 INTRODUCTION 

In recent years, the large space with the glass roof in the building, so called atrium, has been 

popular. But it is difficult to predict the thermal environment in the atrium at the design step 
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since the thennal environment gets much effect from the solar radiation. Moreover, because the 

scale of the atrium is large, the three dimensional distribution of temperature and air velocity 
must be considered for the control of the environment. Therefore the three dimensional 

calculation is required for the analysis of the detailed distribution. 
In this paper (part 1), the numerical methods for the calculation of. solar radiation, radiative 

heat transfer, and flow and temperature field are going to be mentioned. The calculation of solar 
radiation gives the solar radiation absorbed as the boundary conditions for the analysis of flow 

and temperature field, and the solar radiation absorbed is considered amount of the direct solar 

radiation, the diffused solar radiation, and the diffused reflection of the solar radiation. In the 

analysis of the flow and temperature distribution based on the results from the solar radiation 

absorbed, tw~ methods are adopted as followings; 
(1) First the radiation field is solved, and next the convection field is solved (method 1). 

(2) The radiation and the convection field are solved simultaneously (method 2). 

By the calculation of the radiative heat transfer, amount of radiative heat transfer among 
boundaries can be obtained. The temperature and flow velocity in the atrium is solved by the 
GSMAC3D finite element method using the k - E model of turbulence as the basic equations. 

An advantage of this system is in the calculation based on the finite element method. 
Therefore the solar radiation, the radiative heat transfer, and the temperature and flow field 
calculation can be applied for the atrium having geometrically complicated indoor spaces. 

2 OUTLINE OF THE THERMAL ENVIRONMENT ANALYSIS SYSTEM 

This simulation system is based on the finite element method(FEM). The FEM has a big 
advantage in case of computation of geometrically complicated domain. Therefore, this system 

can be applied for the calculation about solar radiation, radiative heat transfer, flow and 
temperature field in a complex-shaped domain very easily. The calculation procedure is 
expressed in Fig.l. However, this system is restricted to the stationary analysis. 

3 COMPUT ATJON OF THE SOLAR RADIATION ABSORBED 

The direct solar radiation, the diffused solar radiation, and the diffused reflection on boundary 

elements are required in the calculation of the absorbed heat quantity. Here, the boundary 
element is the boundary of the finite element mesh. In case of the hexahedral element mesh, the 

boundary element is quadrate (Fig.2). The details of numerical computation are reported in 
reference [3,4]. 

4 COMPUTATION OF THE RADIATIVE HEAT TRANSFER 

To calculate amount of the radiative heat transfer on boundary elements, computation of the 

view factor must be considered first. The view factors depend upon the relative locations among 

all boundary elements. Number of pair boundary element is very large. Therefore, computation 
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efficiency is required to be higher for saving the computation time[4]. View factor F12 from 
boundary element A1 to Az is defined by equation (1); 

F = _I_J I cos e1 cos e2 dAdA 
12 1tA 1 ... , Al r2 1 2 

(1) 

Since equation (1) can not be integrated analytically, it is needed to be numerically. Therefore, 
we approximate equation (I) to equation (2); 

F
12 

_ _1_ l ~ (RifNIH-Rij'Nz) dA!dAJ 

1tAl i=l j=l IRij 14 

(2) 

where R .. = f4 _ p~ p~ I4 are centroid of divided small element dA! dA7 N1 Nz are 
IJ J I'I'J I> J>' 

unit nonnal vector of boundary element A 1, A2, nt, mare partition number of boundary element 

AI, A2, respectively (Fig.3). Partition number n1, 02 of boundary element are defmed by its 

size,shape, position (Table 1). When r is to be zero, l/r
2 

is to be singularity. To overcome this 

problem, the partition number, n1, nz are increased automatically. 

Model of radiative he:lt transfer on boundary element is shown in Table 2. Here temperature, 

irradiation and radiosiry in each boundary element are constant. Convective heat transport is 

simply modeled in tenns of CXci(Tin-Ti). Tin(constant) , Ti are independently solved by equation 

(6) without computation of convection field (method 1). Equation (3)-(6) are solved by iterative 

method explicitly (SOR) to make the computation faster. 

5 COMPUTATION OF TEMPERATURE AND FLOW DISTRIBUTION 

In computation of flow and temperature field, non-isothennal k - £ model of rurbulence is 

used as basic equations shown in Table 3. Momentum equation is described in rotational fonn. 

These equations in Table 3 are discretized by Galerkin weight residual fonnulation with 

hexahedral elements and solved by the GSMAC3D code. Boundary conditions are shown in 
Table 4. Boundary conditions on walls are approximated by the generalized log-law and the 

wall function method. The details of discretization and numerical computation are reported in 
reference [1,2]. 

6 COUPLING METHOD OF RADIATION AND CONVECTION 

6-l TRANSFER THE RADIATION FIELD TO THE CONVECTION FIELD 

Transfer the radiation field to ihe convection field is carried out by heat quantity Qi (= Ji- Gi 

+ Ii) which is the heat flux from boundary element to air, and which is computed in the 

radiation field. Thennal equilibrium equation (7) is assumed in temperature field (Fig.4); 

q2 = q, + Qi, q2 = K' ( Ti - Tref ), q, = Clci ( To · Ti ) (7) 
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Calculating q, from K', Tref, Qi and To in previous step, the boundary condition is given by 

substituting q, for the boundary integration term of the convective diffusion equation for 

temperature. If q, is fixed, it is to be substituted directly for the boundary integration term. In 

case of the adiabatic wall, <u is to be zero. As a result, the convection field is independently 

solved. 

6-2 TRANSFER THE CONVECTION FIELD TO THE RADIATION FIELD 

Transfer the convection field to the radiation field is carried out by air temperature Tin in flow 

and temperature computation. Tin is referred the centroid temperature of the nearest mesh to the 

boundary (Fig.4 ). In the radiation field, equation ( 6) used in method 1 is not necessary because 

Tm is known in method 2. The algorithm of method 1 and method 2 is shown in Fig. 5. 

7 CONCLUSION 
.li 

In this paper, we describe the numerical method for computation of temperature and fl~~ 
, r J 

distribution in the atrium. In this method, at first solar radiation field is solved, and then the 

radiation field and the convection field are solved simultaneously. Coupled computation ofm,e 
·'· .,, u 

radiation field and the convection field makes it possible to get much more accurate results th!m, 

conventional methods. 
~ I .L I l(4 
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Pre Processor Solver 

Fig. I. Numerical analysis on thermal environment. 

Fig. 2. Boundary element Fig.3a. View factor F12 

Fig. 3b. Partition of 
element A1 
( n1=- 4) 

-· Table 1 Equation for calculating number 

of partitions of n1, n2 

Aspect partition ratio of an element 

={ k,:k,A (A<4), 

kb: IQ,A (A C!:4) 

{ 
2 (p ~ 0}, 

k, = 4 ( p < O ) kb = ka / 2, 

p = r- kp max ( A}12 Al12 }, 

(notation) 
(Table 1) 

Table 2 Basic equations of radiation field 
Heat balance on boundary element 

<Xa(Tin - Ti) + Ji - Gi +_!!_ = K' (Ti- Trer), (3) 

convective radiative solar heat penetration 
heat transport heat transfer radiation 

N absorbed 

]j = L Fij Gj • (4) 
j•l 

Gi =a£ 'rt + (1-£) lt; (S) 

Heat balance In analysis space 

Jraa <Ti -Tin) dr = Q . . (6) 

A : aspect ratio of element, r : distance between the center of elements, At,A2 : each element area, kp : 
constant. 

(Table2) 

Ji :irradiation of boundary element, Gi : radiosity, Ti: surface temperature, Tin: room air temperature, 
Pij : view factor from boundary element i to boundary element j, li : solar radiation absorbed, a : 
Stefan-Boltzmann's constant, e : emissivity, aci : the coefficient of convective heat transfer, K' : over-all 

heat trarisfer coefficient without contribution from inner total heat transfer, Tout: outer side reference 

temperature, r : boundary of domain, Q : heat source or sink caused by air conditioner or ventilation, N : 

a number of elements consisting closed space. . 
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Table3 Basic Equations (k-e model of turbulence) 

au,=O 
ilx; 
ilU; il ?. 1 il ..1.. ilU· ilU; at ·fx;<P+j"~UkUtJ +F;J<UJoot + ilx/Re +v,)(ilx; +~)] + A.'flio 
illc illc il v ilk 
~+ Uj,-=,-(..!1..,..-) +(Pk+<l&)- t 
In UXJ UXj 0& UXj 

~ + Uj:e = b~ ~ )+ f<k C!P&+CJGtJ- C2Jtk 
UL UXj UXj <Jc UXj 

iJT + UjiJT c_!,[(..l..+~~~ 
(ll ilxi ilxj Pe or ilxi 

P -v(ilU; ~~ a ~~ 
k - 1 dXj + dXj dXj , k =. 0r dXj 

Co=(l.09, CI=1.44, C2= 1.92, Ok= 1.0, o.= 1.3, OF 1.0 

for O.,:SO 

C3= C1 for G& > 0 

Finite 
element • 
mesh 

• 

• 

• 

• 

K' 

Fig.4. Heat flux on boundary conditions 
(Example of non-transmissive wall) 

(notation) 

(Table 3) 

lo 

Trer 

Supply outlot 
Boundary 

Exhaust inlet 

Boundary 

()penning boundary 
oa a waU 

Wall boundary 

Ui•Uru' 
T, k, and tare under Cree •lip condition. 

PcPo 
T • To , k • Ito and t = Eo for inflow case. 
T, k, and t ue under free olip conditio~ for outllow case, 

==:~ ~.:~~w u:.:~~::·::~·:~oc~ ~::·. 
( v clocity field ) 

FUll u•' is c.tlcullled from "'' (8), then 1M <hear otrea ~ 
boWidary is obtained. The boundary c:ondWOQ aboul 
is liVeD by IUbotiblting lbe lbcar ''"'" for lllo boun<iuy 
r.rm o( lho momonlllnl equatlcoo. 

u ... cclfk•>lll • .l~nr E· b1· cclfk,Jm 
1 u•• " v 

u ... c:?r· kjll 
lo •0, an=O, E1 =---,E=9.0 , ~<=0.42 

I<· ht 

(Temperature field ) refer 10 eq.(7). 

Method 1 

Fig.5. Algorithm of method 1 and method 2 

U; : Mean air velocity, P : Mean pressure, k : Turbulence kinetic energy, £:Turbulence dissipation 

rate, T: Mean temperature, v,: Kinetic eddy viscosity, Pk: Production term of k, Gk : Production term of 

k caused by buoyancy effect, £.o.lt: Permutation tensor, (J\ :Vorticity vector, Re: Reynolds number 

(= Uo·Lo ), Ar: Archimedes number(= g~~ToLo ), Pe : Pechlet number(RePr), Pr: Prandtle 
v v 

number u, U
0 

: Reference air velocity, ~: Reference length, v: Kinetic viscosity, g : Gravitational 

acceleration, ~ T 0 : Reference temperature difference, ~ : Thermal expansion rate of air. 

(Table4) 

U in T''n lin ein uout 
i • • • : Boundary values at supply outlet , i : Boundary values at exhaust inlet, I : 

Length scale of turbulence, P0 : Pressure at openning boundary on the wall, T0 , ko, Eo: Boundary 

values at openning boundary on the wall, u• : Friction velocity (= {'fj), 't.,: shear stress on the wall 

boundary, p : Density of air, U1, , U"' :Tangential and normal velocity on the wall boundary, k1 , t;: 

k and £values on wall boundary, h1 : Length from the wall surface to the boundary of the adjacent 

element, K :von Karman's constant. 
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